Namibia’s water
wonderland
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Stephen Cunliffe heads to Namibia’s far northeastern region of Caprivi
for a taste of luxury lodging, game viewing and unrivalled tiger fishing

N

amibia is famous for many things,
however, lush green wilderness
and abundant water are not
among them. The watery environments
and riverine habitat of the Caprivi are
the very antithesis of the stereotypical
Namibian desert safari. Rich in rivers, the
Caprivi Strip is Namibia’s slice of deltalike wetlands. Superb lodges, unspoilt
wilderness and rapidly rebounding wildlife
mean that the Caprivi parks are deservedly
clawing their way back onto the safari map.
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While the Germans originally acquired the
Caprivi to provide what was then South
West Africa with a strategic gateway to the
Zambezi for trade, today it has become
an entry point for tourists in search of
world-class tiger fishing and access to the
internationally renowned elephant mecca
of Chobe.
However, Namibia’s Caprivi Strip offers
oodles more than a jumping-off point for
a fishing safari on southern Africa’s iconic
Zambezi River or a launching pad for a
Chobe safari in neighbouring Botswana.
After all, the Caprivi has three outstanding
parks of its own – Mamili, Mudumu and
Bwabwata – in addition to two other alluring
perennial rivers: the Kavango and Kwando.
So, when I visited the Caprivi for a month, I
opted not to play on its fringes, but instead
chose to delve into the heart of Namibia’s
water wonderland.
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Lianshulu Lodge –
Mudumu National Park
My first port of call was the laid-back and
luxurious Lianshulu Lodge. Set deep inside
the 1 010km2 Mudumu National Park, the
camp has an enviable position overlooking
the pristine waters of the Kwando River.
If the view were not enough, the amicable
staff put me right at ease within minutes of
arriving at the waterside location.
I tried to remember names as I met the
various members of the Lianshulu team,
but one of the local characters would not
be forgotten easily. When I met Nandi,
I had no desire to shake her hand, as she
was, in fact, the resident muffin-munching
crocodile!
Hand-reared decades earlier, during an
era when hand-raising animals was considered acceptable, she developed an inexplicable love for muffins which has endured to
this day.
The friendly Lianshulu hostess, Nadia, explained, “Nandi is a completely wild crocodile who feeds on fish and antelope, but she
never lost her love for muffins or her attachment to the lodge.”
Measuring a whopping three metres, she
definitely is one of Mudumu’s most unusual,
not to mention utterly terrifying, attractions.
Crocodiles are merely one of an entire
host of animals that can be found along the
banks of the Kwando River. Endless swathes
of Phragmites reeds line the riverbanks and

constantly filter the river to produce water
of an outstanding clarity.
The ultimate highlight on offer within the
park is a boat cruise along the mirror-calm
waters of this river.
James Kashiri, my Lianshulu guide, dramatically enhanced my Mudumu experience by displaying an encyclopaedic knowledge of the park and its inhabitants as we
shared some top-quality sightings. From the
explosion of colour as a colony of Carmine
bee-eaters erupted out of their cliff-side
nesting holes as we drifted past, to a dazzle
of zebra giving way to a herd of thirsty elephants, our wildlife encounters were quintessential Africa.
However, nothing epitomised the uniqueness of the crystal-clear Kwando more than
sitting quietly on the edge of the boat and
watching a small pod of hippos, clearly
visible down below, as they slept to their
content on the river bottom.
Camping wild in Mamili National Park
After the comforts of Lianshulu Lodge, the
thought of roughing it in remote Mamili
National Park initially sounded somewhat
discomforting. However, as water slowly
seeped under the Land Cruiser door and
cooled my feet, I realised that this was what
a genuine African adventure was all about!
Our two-vehicle convoy was trying doggedly to forge a route through the swamps
and on to Liadura. When the water deep-

ened, we were not deterred; we desperately wanted to be the first vehicles – in
over a year – to make it through to Mamili’s
premier campsite.
Soon water was washing over the bonnet;
we pressed on. The tyres started to spin,
not because of mud below, but as a result
of our buoyant car floating in the ever
deepening channel. Water began to pour
into the cab through open windows and,
bizarrely enough, this helped our desperate
plight, as the weight of the water sank the
cruiser down and allowed it to find traction
once again.
Our approach startled a small flock of
pygmy geese and they took off ahead of
the advancing vehicles.
With a sigh of relief, we emerged from the
depths of the channel to the safety of dry land.
The 357km2 Mamili National Park (recently
renamed the Nkasa/Rupara National Park
after the two largest islands) is a spectacular
wetland reserve situated in the most
southerly kink of the eastern Caprivi.
Mamili is essentially Namibia’s answer to
the Okavango Delta – a gigantic wetland
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we found a pride of lions resting in the shade
of a jackalberry. The cats soon began to yawn,
stretch and groom one another before moving off with purpose. They paused periodically
to sniff the wind and listen to distant sounds
that we were unable to detect. Suddenly they
stopped and gazed intently across the open
plains where, with the aid of our binoculars, we
were thrilled to see that they had led us straight
to one of Mamili’s fabled buffalo herds.
As hundreds of bovids surged across the wetlands, warthogs and wattled cranes scampered
out the way but, like the lions, we sat tight, in
awe of one of nature’s great spectacles.
Mamili is certainly not for the faint-hearted,
but it is for anyone who loves the solitude of
a genuine wilderness experience and is not
scared of a little mud.
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nestled within an enormous hairpin bend on
the perennial Kwando-Linyanti river system.
In stark contrast to Botswana, however,
a mere 200 wilderness lovers venture into
this water wilderness each year, putting its
extreme inaccessibility into perspective.
The abundance of water, limited infrastructure and challenging conditions combine to
ensure that only the most dedicated and adventurous safari-goers will make it into and
– even more importantly – out of Mamili.
Johan Liebenberg, owner of Camp Kwando
and a regular visitor to Mamili, was my guide.
Summing up the beauty and challenges of
the park, he said, “The off-road driving conditions can be really tough, but your perseverance is handsomely rewarded with excellent
concentrations of game and prolific birdlife.
“Best of all, it’s not unusual to find that you
have the whole park to yourselves.”
I dwelt for more than a moment on his statement, reflecting on just how privileged we had
been. After all, where else in southern Africa
could we have enjoyed a week exploring our
own private, wildlife-rich national park?
Movement on a distant termite mound
snapped me out of my reverie. On investigation,
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Susuwe Island Lodge –
Bwabwata National Park
The recently proclaimed Bwabwata National
Park is Namibia’s newest wildlife sanctuary,
protecting a precious chunk of wilderness
sandwiched between the Kavango and
Kwando rivers. Moulded from an amalgamation of the old West Caprivi Game Park and
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Mahango National Park, it forms the Caprivi’s
largest conservation area.
I chose to base myself at the ultra-luxurious
Susuwe Island Lodge, from where I could explore the less visited Kwando Core Area in the
east of the park. The lodge comprises only six
thatched suites, each with its own wooden
deck and private plunge pool overlooking
the braided channels of the Kwando: the
haunt of honeymooners and birders alike.
As we stood enjoying a timely sundowner
on the edge of a large perennial oxbow
known as Horseshoe Bend, Bevan Kanzeka,
my experienced Susuwe guide, advised:
“Horseshoe is one of the most productive wildlife-viewing areas in the whole of
Bwabwata, especially in October when the
extreme heat concentrates all the animals
on the last remaining water points.”
As we sipped ice-coldTafel Lagers and watched
the sun slip below the horizon, we shared
Bwabwata’s most famous watering hole with
impala, kudu, hippos and the rising full moon.
“Last month, I was right here enjoying
a drink and chatting to my guests,” Bevan
continued, “when suddenly all the impala
at the water’s edge started snorting and
running straight past us.
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“I quickly bundled everyone back into the
vehicle, in the nick of time, as seven very
inquisitive wild dogs emerged from the
woodlands. They sniffed around our sundowner spot, drank from Horseshoe and then
took off in search of dinner,” he related.
During the Namibian liberation struggle,
the Bwabwata region became a restricted
security zone and the exclusive domain of the
former South African Defence Force (SADF).
The park is littered with the remnants of its
occupation and our game drives regularly
passed by discarded military equipment and
overgrown shooting ranges: all harsh reminders of a torrid time in the park’s history.
The derelict remains of Fort Doppies, now
an excellent place to watch the sunrise, sits
on a cliff top. When the sun breeches the horizon, it illuminates the meandering Kwando
River down below, and the wind carries the
sound of grunting hippos from neighbouring Pelican Pan.
As you sit there drinking in the scene,
there is no denying that nature is slowly but
steadily reclaiming her realm.
The Caprivi awaits you
Up until 2002, tourists rarely ventured into
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the Caprivi, relying on convoys for safety
when they did. In the last eight years, the
region finally has shrugged off decades of
war and begun to embrace tourism, opening
up to adventurous souls looking for a slice of
pristine uncrowded wilderness.
With word of the Caprivi’s superb game
viewing, birding and fishing spreading
faster than an African bushfire, it will not
be too long before the Caprivi wedges itself
firmly back into the Namibian safari circuit.
The establishment of lavish new lodges, such
asSusuweand
e
Lianshulu, means that the Caprivi
now has the accommodation options to cater
to wilderness seekers of every pocket.
Do not delay your visit because Namibia’s water wilderness is emerging rapidly
from obscurity.
Contacts
Accommodation:
Camp Kwando (www.campkwando.com), an
attractive Kwando River site on the outskirts
of Mudumu, offers a range of accommodation
options to suit all tastes and budgets.
Lianshulu Lodge (www.
safariadventurecompany.com) has a
unique location in the heart of Mudumu
National Park and offers comfortable
riverfront chalets.
Nambwa Community Campsite (www.
nacobta.com.na) has six picturesque sites
on a Kwando River backwater in the midst
of Bwabwata National Park.
Susuwe Island Lodge (www.islandsinafrica.
com) is undeniably the Caprivi’s most
luxurious accommodation option with only
six secluded chalets set on a Kwando River
island within Bwabwata.

Hakuna Matata Adventures (www.capriviriverlodge.com), run by Keith Rooken-Smith, offers
fully inclusive camping safaris to all the Caprivi
parks, with emphasis on Mamili.
TutwaTourism &Travel (www.tutwa.com) owned
by Dick and Katy Sharpe, offers an assorted array
of safari options throughout the Caprivi.
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Tour Operators:
Camp Kwando (www.campkwando.com),
under the ownership and guidance of Johan
Liebenberg, caters for local and international clientele with an array of itineraries and
catering options on its Mudumu and Mamili
camping safaris.

